
4:1:  
“Ben Zoma: 

Who is a person who is wise. Someone who learns from all people- supported by pasuk 
in tehilim- “I have learned from all my teachers because their teaching (laws) are my 

conversation.”  
 
Who is the person who is strong, someone who conquers his desires?- supported by 

pasuk in mishli- “It is greater to be patient than to be someone who is strong. When 
someone controls his spirit is greater than someone who can conquer a city.”  

 
Who is someone who is wealthy, someone can be happy with his portion- tehilim- “That 
he who eats from the work of his own hands is fortunate and good.” Good for you in this 

world and the world to come.  
 

Who is someone who is honorable- someone who gives honor to other people- shmuel-“I 
will give honor to those who are honorable to me and those who are not I will despise”” 
 

Compare mishna to pasuk in Yirmiahu- Someone who is wise should not take glory in his 
wisdom same for someone who is strong or rich (strength, money) 

 
Mishna trying to pursue qualities but Yirmiahu saying don’t do them. But maybe mishna 
s paraphrasing Yirmiahu. Someone who is strong should not value physical strength but 

should show it and use it. Wealth be happy with what you have. Should take glory 
knowing what God is and what values are important. Will have humility to see who is 

greater than us. Focus on becoming a better person- don’t chase honor give it to others. 
 
4:2: 

“A person should run to do a mitzvah that is easier than a more complicated one. And he 
should run away from transgressions. One mitzvah leads to another mitzvah and one sin 

leads to another one. Reward for mitzvah= mitzvah; reward for sin= sin. “ 
 
Rambam says we can make a kal vachomer from Moshe- run towards mitzvoth. Moshe 

commanded to build 9 cities of reugees for those who murdered. Moshe knows not 
applicable till all built (3 in Israel- moshe cant go in). But he ran to do the ones outside 

Israel even though he couldn’t fulfill it. If he runs to do half a mitzvah we should run for 
a full one.  
 

What is a light mitzvah vs. heavy? How do we know what is greater? It means easy 
towards me- multi-million-air give money away if someone asks. But if morning and cant 

get out of bed to daven is very hard to do. Apply same excitement to hard as easy 
 
What does it mean reward for mitzvah is a mitzvah and visa versa? Simple is that greatest 

reward (in this world) for a mitzvah is another mitzvah. Another explanation is reward of 
mitzvah is reward- innate reward that happens immediately- satisfaction you get is right 

there- the doing of the mitzvah.  
 



4:3: 
“Don’t embarrass any man and don’t discount any creation. For there is no man there is 

not his hour and there is no thing that doesn’t have his place. “ 
 

Of course you shouldn’t embarrass anyone. Commentaries say even people who are bad 
you shouldn’t embarrass. Don’t scorn them. Separate the deed from the doer. Wish is that 
all sins should go away from the world not that wicked people die. Want sins to go away 

not people. Don’t discount single thing- even things like animals or things we see as 
burdensome like rats don’t discount them like don’t discount wicked people. Why? 

Because one day maybe he will turn around and be good. Also, maybe a wicked person 
did one good thing or important thing in his life. Everybody or thing has a purpose. 
Maybe we don’t know what it is but it was placed here for a reason.  

 
4:4: 

“Be very very humble, for the hope of mortal men is worms.” 
 
Why “very very?” 

1) Rambam teaches us one should walk middle road in characteristics. Don’t be 
wasteful or stingy.  But the exception is being humble. Be over humble. Don’t be 

pompous at all. 
2) When someone is being humble they should realize they are being somewhat 

pompous- is that humility actual humility. Who am I to consider myself humble? 

Am I actually like Moshe, David or Avraham? This causes us to be more humble 
3) You should be internally humble both in emotions and thoughts not just in actions 

 
What does it mean hope of human being is worms? 

1) That which you are truly hopeful for is only when you are dead and are in the 

world to come. That is what you are seeking. Money, intellect should not make 
you a pompous person because what you are working towards is later 

2) At end of day remember you will die so why be pompous. 
 
 

“Anyone who desecrates God’s name in private will be punished for it in public” 
 

2 types of people who sin are  
1) Gains enjoyment from thing he is transgressing with 
2) Sins to spite God  

 
#1 does it not to upset God but to do something joyful. Needs to have cheeseburger in 

private has gone to extent to not desecrate name of God. #1 does it in public. Even 
though originated from desire not of spitefulness still desecration because in open.  
 

#2- worst is sin out of spite but does it in secret. When do it in secret is you care more 
about your own honor than God’s honor. Want people to think good of you to preserve 

your owner. Also #2 out of spite and open- God and #2 honor both go down. 
 



Mishna is talking about sinning out of spite in private. Equal punishment is he will be 
exposed so his honor takes a hit.  

 
4:5: 

“Someone who learns Torah in order to teach he is given the opportunity to learn and 
teach. Someone who learns to do mitzvoth- he is given the opportunity to learn and to 
teach and to observe and to do. “ 

 
Negative explanation of learning to teach is actually Kesef Mishna is he doesn’t get 

opportunity to learn or teach- not for good purpose or God- can’t do it.  
 
2nd one about learning and performing he is worthy to teach other people. God will watch 

over him to keep him from transgression. Will have added protection 
 

“Don’t make the Torah a crown to make yourself more respected and don’t make Torah a 
spade with which you dig which one who makes personal use of crown of Torah will 
perish and anybody who benefits from words of Torah his life will be removed from 

world” 
 

Reason learning Torah is out of love for God, not to help yourself. Don’t use Torah as 
something that is going to make you money. Fx) Hillel used to chop wood for money and 
was poor. People would have loved to give these rabbis money but Rambam says you see 

from cases in Talmud you can’t accept money from Torah 
 

Kesef Mishna says this is special case. Personal cases, well beyond what needed to do. 
Can make money to learn Torah but not do it for money.  
 

Crown of Torah only remains if to honor God. 
 

If do for money and not honor will cause you death- shorten reward in next world 
 
4:6: 

“Someone who honors the Torah, his own body will be honored by people. And someone 
who desecrates Torah, his body will be desecrated by people.” 

 
What does it mean to honor the Torah? 

1) Honor the physical Torah- kiss it, stand for it. 

2) Someone who truly honors Torah he has to make sure his body is honored by 
other people- someone who learns Torah if you find a stain on his clothing he is 

punishable by death (mishna)- exaggeration but makes point that you are 
representing God when reading Torah. 

 

4:7:  
“Someone who refrains himself from serving as a judge, he avoids hatred and thievery 

and false oaths. And one who likes to hand down ruling he can be called a fool, wicked 
and arrogant.” 



Hatred: One should shy away from being a judge. (mishna in Shabbat) You never see 
yourself as guilty. Person who is found guilty will hate the judge. You should avoid 

people to get angry at you. 
 

Thievery: Wrong judgment cause someone to lose money or gain money 
 
False oaths: Have to make someone swear and you, as the judge, might make someone 

swear falsely and you don’t want to make someone do that. 
 

Fool if look to make judgments. Arrogant- created all these bad things.  
 
4:8: 

“Do not judge on your own, for there is none qualified to judge on their own (by 
yourself)- except the one (God) You should not say you accept my view because that is 

up to the majority.” 
 
Should judge with other people. If you judge with other people you should not tell them 

what to do because it is up to the majority.  
 

4:9: 
“Whoever performs the Torah in poverty. The end will be he will fulfill this in wealth. 
Whoever neglects it in wealth; he will neglect it in poverty.” 

 
Someone in poverty can excuse themselves and say I don’t have money to do this 

mitzvah. But if in poverty with trials and tribulations- reward will be you can perform in 
his wealth (even when wealthy) 
 

(Rich guy) Someone who loves Torah but doesn’t learning it. Too busy. End will be that 
he won’t have time to learn it in a state of poverty. 

 
2 aspects: 

1) Upholding mitzvoth- time to learn Torah- things are hard will have opportunity 

when things are good 
2) The Learning of Torah 

 
4:10: 
“A person should lessen their business interactions and should involve their selves more 

in Torah learning. They should be humble in front of all people. And if you want to 
neglect learning Torah you will always find excuses not to learn Torah. If you work hard 

in Torah there will be much reward given to you by God.” 
 
Addressing challenge of making a living and Torah learning. A person should go out and 

get a job. Just make sure if you work 12 hours a day, work 11.5 instead and learn.5 of 
Torah. At the end of day money will only go so far. Humility= working less and spend 

time on Torah.  
 



Torah does take work and diligence. Lastly, One shouldn’t think if work less and learn 
more than their reward (in world) will not come at expense of some other monetary 

pursuit 
 

4:11: 
“A person who performs one mitzvah, you get a point (advocate) and one who does a sin 
gets an accuser (sin). Repentance and good deeds act as a shield (can’t erase sins)” 

 
Kind of like a point system.  

 
“Every gathering that takes place (for sake of heaven) it will be fulfilled. And every 
gathering that is not for sake of heaven will not endure and will not be fulfilled.” 

 
Doesn’t have to be a gathering of spiritual nature. Just has to be a furtherance of God’s 

will. Can be a business meeting (like if there is honesty). If gather out of competition, 
hurt someone- won’t last 
 

4:12: 
“You should treat all your students with respect. The honor of your students should be at 

least equal to honor you give to yourself” 
 
Learn much from teachers but learn more from students 

 
“You should respect your colleague in Torah as you respect your teacher in Torah.” 

 
“The respect, awe we have to show to out teachers should be on the same level on our 
fear of God.” 

 
4:13:  

“Torah learning has to be done with great caution or care because if mess up considered 
as if done on purpose” 
 

Idea is Torah learning is not supposed to be an easy pursuit. It can be fun but has to taken 
seriously.  

 
“There are 3 crowns. Crown of Torah, Priesthood and Kingship. Crown of a good name 
goes above these 3 crowns” 

 
Crown of Torah= years of Torah learning, intellect 

Crown of Priesthood= Kohanim- get to lead benching, aliyah to Torah 
Crown of Kingship= King above whole nation, respect 
Crown of Good Name: Other 3 are God given gifts- good name is something a person has 

to earn.  
 

 
 



4:14:  
“A person should exile themselves to a place of Torah (Go somewhere far to learn). You 

shouldn’t say it will come to me. The people in you community are the ones who will 
ultimately inspire you. You shouldn’t’ rely on your ability to learn on your own.” 

 
4:15: 
“Idea that wicked people are happy and good people suffer- is beyond human 

understanding” 
 

This addresses age-old question of why do the righteous suffer. We are being asked to 
believe that our deeds will be reward later on in world to come. The wicked’s good deeds 
are being wasted on this world 

 
“A person should just not say hello to those they great, but should say hello before they 

can say hello to you.”  
 
R’ Yochanan praised because he always said hello first and nobody could beat him.  

 
“Be a tail to lions than a head to foxes” 

 
It’s okay to be worse than great people. Follow them rather than lead bad people. 
 

4:16: 
“This world is just a passageway. Prepare yourself to world to come so you can be 

worthy to enter it.” 
 
This world is just a preparation to make it to world to come.  

 
4:17: 

“There are benefits to the world to come and benefits to this world. One hour in this 
world is better than all of world to come” 
 

We should never say we are we in a waiting room, I don’t have to do anything.  
Can’t repent or do mitzvot in world to come.  

 
4:18: 
“You should not try to appease someone while they are angry” 

 
Your efforts if well intentioned might hurt things 

 
“When a person is dealing with a death and body is in front of them- don’t try to comfort 
them” 

 
This is a difficult idea because someone would appreciate comfort. Comfort won’t be 

helpful, the person needs to be with to mourn and be with the dead person. 
 



“When a person is making a vow- you should not ask them details about it” 
 

He is trying to concentrate- and you don’t want him to say something he won’t do 
 

“Don’t be there for someone when they are in an difficulty place, embarrassing situation” 
 
They don’t need any further embarrassment 

 
4:19: 

“The fall of you enemy you should not rejoice and in his stumbling you should not be 
happy so that God won’t take anger on enemy and place it on you” 
 

Idea of should we rejoice at downfall of our enemy. Fx) Splitting of sea. Egyptians 
drowned after Jews are safe. Angels of God wanted to sing a song of joy but God said my 

creations are drowning and you want to sing a song. Can rejoice over elimination of evil.  
 
4:20: 

“One who learns in their youth to what is he compared? It is like ink on a fresh page. The 
person who learns in at advanced age is compared to ink which is written on a paper that 

is erased.” 
 
Young age is impressionable- opportune time to learn. Older age- harder to teach, not 

fresh page- still should continue. 
 

“A person who learns from young children is compared to a person who eats grapes that 
are not ripe or drinks unfermented wine” 
 

More negative approach than prior. 
 

“A person who learns from an old person is compared to eating ripe grapes and drinking 
aged wine” 
 

We should find older teacher rather than a younger one 
 

“Do not look at the canister (external) rather what’s inside of it” 
 
Some canisters look brand new but filled with something not so good (young wisdom) 

And visa versa. Important to get to know someone and see what they are really about. 
Focus on internal. 

 
4:21: 
“Jealousy, the pursuit of desires, running out of honor- removes a person from this 

world” 
 

Doesn’t necessarily mean physical. It can also mean from a lifestyle point of view. It can 
overwhelm someone and take them over.  



4:22: 
“Those who are born will die. Those who are dead will come alive again. Those who are 

alive will eventually be judged. They have to learn from others, teach and understand 
from self that God is the strong one and he is the one that forms the universe. He creates, 

He understands, He judges, He is the witness, He is the lawyer and in the end he is the 
one who will give the judgment. Blessed is he, he doesn’t have any imperfection and 
does not show favorites or forget and does not accept any bribery for everything in this 

universe is his. Don’t be convinced by your desires that death will be a place to escape. 
Against your will you were formed and born and against our will we live and when we 

die. And against your will you are in the future you will be judged” 
 
When God judges someone he looks at the whole package.   

You have to be realistic about your place in the universe. When you look around many 
things not in our control but we have to prepare ourselves for it.  

 
5:1: 
“With 10 statements the world was created. What does this teach us? Couldn’t God create 

world with 1 statement. Why10? Rather, to exact punishment from those who commit 
evil- 10 sayings= equal worse punishments. Good people are rewarded more- get reward 

for all 10.” 
 
God was breaking up creation to communicate something to mankind. We learn more 

about world. He could of done it in one but it is better for us.  
 

5:2: 
“10 generations form Adam until Noah- to make known how much is God’s patience for 
human beings. They were making God angry and he held out. 10 generations from Noah 

to Avraham- hoe patient is God all generations making him angry and kept going- until 
Avraham came and received reward for all of them” 

 
One interpretation- Avraham had such good deed meaning he was equal to them. He 
could overcome all those bad people. 

 
5:3: 

“10 tests that Avraham had. And he withstood all of them. To make known how much 
Avraham loved God.” 
 

Rambam thinks the word does not mean tests but demonstrations- so others can learn 
from Avraham.  

 
5:4: 
“10 miracles done for forefathers in Egypt and 10 on Sea” 

 
10 plagues in Egypt and 10 in Sea. 

 



“10 tests that our forefathers tested God in the desert- ‘tested me 10 times and didn’t 
listen to my voice’” 

 
This is the idea of limited impact of miracles. Impact is not long lasting. Belief should not 

be relied on miracles- all these miracles but still 10 tests 
 
5:5: 

“10 miracles done in the B”M.  
1) A women never miscarried from meat in B”M 

2) The meats that were cooked in B’M that had to be eaten never became rotten or 
smelly or bad 

3) A fly was never seen in the slaughterhouse of B’M 

4) The Kohen Gadol never became impure on Yom Kippur 
5) Rain never extinguished fire on the outer mizbeach 

6) The wind never blew away the pillar of smoke from mizbeach (straight to heaven) 
7) Never found anything wrong in Omer or 2 loaves of bread or weekly bread 
8) In the B’M those who were standing were able to bow down (it was packed) 

9) A snake or serpent never damages Jerusalem ever 
10)  A person never said to his friend there is not enough space to sleep in Jerusalem” 

(commentators say this is people came for regalim) 
 
Pirkei Avot is about how to make ourselves better, it is interesting that this one is about 

perfection 
 

5:6: 
“10 things were created on erev Shabbat.  

1) Mouth of earth (Korach) 

2) Mouth of well (Miriam) 
3) Mouth of donkey (Bilam) 

4) Rainbow (Noah) 
5) Manna (Desert) 
6) The staff (Moshe for miracles) 

7) The animal (used to break stones of B’M) 
8) The form of letters (used on 2 tablets) 

9) The writing (of tablets) 
10) The 2 tablets 

Some people add the following: the damaging forces (daemons or something 

psychological), burial place of Moshe, and ram of Avraham, Even the pliers that pliers 
are made with (pliers are made by other pliers” 

 
Same as last- how deal with us? 
 

5:7:  
“7 things apply to a golem (someone smart but still lacking) and 7 to a chacham.  

1) Wise doesn’t speak in someone greater than him in wisdom or numbers 
2) He doesn’t go into the middle of his friends words (won’t interrupt) 



3) Not quick to respond (thinks answers) 
4) He asks according to topic (related q’s), Answers practical answers (not just to 

show smart) 
5) He responds to things in order presented 

6) On what he hasn’t heard he says IDK and doesn’t answer 
7) He can concede to truth (if wrong will admit it)” 

 

Opposites are found in a golem 
 

5:8-9 
About Midah Keneged Midah 
“7 types of punishments are brought to world on 7 types of sins 

 
1) Some of community separates ma’aser (give food to Levi’im and poor ppl) and 

some don’t do it= drought, lack of produce= some hungry and some satisfied 
2) If nobody wants to give= overwhelming famine, like in war- people forcing them 

to not eat. Also be a drought. 

3) Those who don’t separate Challah= There will be a famine where there is utter 
destruction 

4) Plague will come when the death penalty in unenforceable by the Beit Din and 
Restrictions on fruits in Shmitah year= vioate= plague 

 

5) War comes to society if judges don’t enforce law (delay verdict) and when judges 
giving improper verdicts and those who teach Torah not accorcing to halacha 

 
6) Swear on something falsify= desecrating God’s name= wild beasts 

 

7) Exile comes for worshipping false Gods, murder, sexual immorality and for 
literally abandoning the land (shmitah) 

 
4 times in year an epidemic plague became greater 

1) 4th year of shmita= because of maser ani supposed to be given in 3rd year 

2) 7th year= maser ani of 6th year not given 
3) End of 7th year= fruits of shmitah- violation 

4) End of Sukkot of each year= stealing of gifts of poor” 
 

5:10: 

In sets of 4 (like 4 general directions) 
 

“There are 4 qualities that a person can have 
1) What’s mine is mine, What’s yours is yours (average, nothing bad, nothing good) 

Dispute cuz some say this is quality of S’dom)  

2) Foolish- What’s mine is yours and what’s yours is mine (socialistic) 
3) What’s mine is yours and what’s yours is yours (Chasid) 

4) What’s mine is mine and what’s yours is mine (Wicked)” 
 



5:11: 
“4 temperaments 

1) Angry easily, but calm easily- benefit is offset by loss 
2) A person who is not easily angered but hard for him to get calm- this person his 

deficit is offset by not getting angry 
3) Difficult to get angry and easy to calm- Chassid 
4) Easy to get angry and hard to calm- Wicked” 

 
Anger=negative. Also acknowledges it is something real and not in our control but 

we should strive to be a Chassid.” 
 

5:12: 

“4 types of students 
1) Learn quickly, forget quickly= benefit is taken away 

2) Hard to learn, doesn’t forget= deficit is offset 
3) Understands quickly, doesn’t forget= chacham 
4) Hard to understand and forgets= most challenging” 

 
5:13: 

“4 attitudes when giving Tzedaka 
1) Wants to give but doesn’t want others too give= begrudges others 
2) Wants others to give, but doesn’t want to give= begrudging himself 

3) Wants to give and wants others to give= most pious 
4) Doesn’t want to give and doesn’t want others to give= most wicked” 

 
5:14: 
“4 kinds of people who come to Beit Midrash 

1) Goes to school but can’t achieve learning= still value in going 
2) Learns but doesn’t join in environment in B’m= gets learning but not benefit of 

being in b’m 
3) Learns and joins b’m= chassid 
4) Doesn’t even try to learn= rasha” 

 
Everyone can make an effort to learn 

 
5:15: 
“4 attitudes of learning 

1) Sponge= absorbs everything but cant discern points  
2) Funnel= everything goes through it 

3) Strainer= lets wine go through but catches negative 
4) Seave= catches fine flour and lets bad go through= best” 

 

5:16: 
“Any love or relationship that is dependent on a specific thing, when that is no longer the 

love is no longer. Love not dependent on one thing will endure. Fx 1) Relationship of 



Tamar and Amnon, he loved her cause attractive= raped her Fx 2) David and Yonaton= 
risks to life of Yonaton and reduced greatness cause was loyal” 

 
5:17: 

“Any argument which is for sake of God- debate will continue and endure. If not for sake 
of God- dispute will not endure. Fx 1) Hillel and Shamai Fx 2) Korach and constituents”  
 

5:18: 
“Whoever has a positive impact on other people will not sin. If you inspire others to sin- 

he will not have opportunity to repent. Moshe inspired others for positive- merit of others 
is his credit. Yerovam inspired negative= he gets bad of others” 
 

5:19: 
“ 3 qualities define students of Avraham and other 3 are of Bilam 

1) Generous eye= stingy eye 
2) Humble spirit= arrogant spirit 
3) Not a lot of physical desire= desire 

 
Difference between students: 

Avraham= benefit from this world and world to come 
Bilam= inherit hell and go to a well of destruction; won’t live to half their lives” 
 

5:20: 
“A person should be as bold as a leopard, as light as an eagle, run like a deer, and be 

strong like a lion to do God’s work. Someone who is arrogant will go to hell and shame 
will go to heaven” 
 

5:21: 
“At 5 you learn Chumas, 10 mishna, 13 mitzvot, 15 talmud, 18 married, 20 chase 

livelihood, 30 strength, 40 understanding, 50 advice, 60 old age, 70 respectable old age, 
80 strength, 90 bent over, 100 like dead not engaged” 
 

5:22: 
“ Toil in the Torah and toil again in it and find meaning and get older and worn out with 

the Torah and never leave it. There is no other value like it. According to effort reward is 
studying Torah  

 


